
What could you do in the moment?

What their bodies are saying: "I'm helpless, I can't run or fight. There's no one

to rescue me." 

Shutting down is an instinctual reaction to a possible threat that results in a

state of dissociation due to feeling overwhelmed and helpless. 

Infants who experience trauma may have over-developed this shutting down

response, because it is the only response available during that phase of

development.

When children shut down

How do you help them?

What could shutting down look like?

What does shutting down tell us?

Ask "What are you feeling inside your body right now?" If they can't feel their

body, they may be dissociating.

Do a grounding activity. Name 5 things they see, hear and feel; count how

many blue items they can see; name animals beginning with the first 5 letters of

the alphabet.

Reconnect them to physical sensations through calming smells, a cold water

compress, ice cubes or cold bottle behind the knees, get up and move around. 

Take it slow. Avoid rushing children back into intense activity.

Numbness or suppressing feelings

Lack of exploration of environment 

Daydreaming

Whining

Overly compliant 

Disconnected emotionally or physically 
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In the moment

Power down

Be present

When a child feels threatened,

how might they  perceive your

facial expressions or body

language?

Child feels

threatened

Adult feels

threatened

Adult confronts

child

Child shuts

down

How are you reacting?

Take a breath

Challenge! Frustration! You may interpret

child's behavior as threat to authority.

Expecting the child to immediately respond to

directions or an activity when they are shut down.

Blaming the child for missing directions or cues "They

are never listening. They are daydreaming again."

Cycle of 

dissociation

When children shut down

Reflective Practice It seems like you needed some time to

be alone and just shut everything else

out. 

Tell me where you are. What are you

doing right this minute?

 Do you feel more relaxed or tense

right now? Where in your body is it the

most tight or most relaxed?
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What should you say?



For more resources, visit

macmh.org/toolkit

Instead of immediately shutting down, they might call out or

engage in fight or flight behaviors. This is progress because they

are learning to express emotions outwardly instead of shutting

down.

They may look to you or say your name before they shut down.

They start to recover more quickly from their dissociative state.

What does progress look like?

Celebrate
small 

success!

Observe &

Learn

Connect &

Communicate

Change the

Envrionment

Be observant - these

children's responses

often go unnoticed

Understand

dissociation, learn to

recognize signs

Identify potential

triggers to dissociation

Be aware of how

children express

emotional states

Check in often -

verbally, nonverbally,

with or without touch

Offer connection prior

to potentially triggering

experiences

Praise and

acknowledge good

behaviors

Talk with children about

incidents and how to

do better next time

Enhance safety

Minimize possible

triggers

Create a quiet area

Add visual or

auditory cues for

transitions

Provide physical

ways to help

reengage when

dissociation occurs

How can you help prevent the shutting down behaviors?
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